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Overview & Purpose 

Learn how paint a very simple starfish and use objects to create outlines. Learn what 
makes up paints and paint differences. 

This lesson is meant to teach skills that will inspire experimentation and imagination.  

Objectives 

1. Learn Pigments, Binders, and Solvents. 
2. Learn the differences in paint mediums. 
3. Learn stamping painting technique. 

Lesson Duration 

15-20 minutes  
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Artist Level Changes 

Not every art lesson is appropriate for every skill level, that’s why I suggest making 
these changes to the lesson to make it more fun and appropriate for artists of every skill 
level. To see what art level you’re at, visit CreatefulArt.com (click here) and learn more 
about each of the following levels.  

 

Scribblers 
Ages 35 

 

● This lesson can be done with children this young. 
● You will need to supervise the entire lesson. 
● They will need help handling the paint. An adult is in charge of giving the paint to 

the child. 
● Protect their clothing and surfaces from the paint. Paint is messy! 
● Give the kids just one color.  
● Let them paint the bottom of the starfish with a wide brush. 
● Show them how to use the starfish to stamp first and then let them try. 
● Let them use cheap printer paper while they have fun practicing stamping. 
● Tape down the watercolor paper to make it easier to stay in place.  
● The paint will dry quickly so have a spray bottle handy and spray the paint on the 

plates or parchment paper every few minutes to keep it wet. 
● Help them stamp just once on the watercolor paper for a simple look. I just 

recommend stamping the one starfish and then continuing with the rest of the 
lesson.  

● The stamp may not be complete, this is okay we are just using it to outline our 
shape and then we fill the starfish in with paint. 
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Doodlers 
Ages 68 

 

● You will need to supervise the entire lesson. 
● They will need help handling the paint. An adult is in charge of giving the paint to 

the child. 
● Protect their clothing and surfaces from the paint. Paint is messy! 
● Separate each paint color on their own plate or sometimes I use parchment 

paper taped down.  
● Let them paint the bottom of the starfish with a wide brush. 
● Show them how to use the starfish to stamp first and then let them try. 
● Let them use cheap printer paper while they have fun practicing stamping. 
●  Tape down the watercolor paper to make it easier to stay in place.  
● The paint will dry quickly so have a spray bottle handy and spray the paint on the 

plates or parchment paper every few minutes to keep it wet. 
● Help them stamp just once on the watercolor paper for a simple look. I just 

recommend stamping the one starfish and then continuing with the rest of the 
lesson.  

● The stamp may not be complete, this is okay we are just using it to outline our 
shape and then we fill the starfish in with paint. 
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Doodlers Lesson 

 

The colors in paint are called pigments. Pigments are mostly powders before they make 
them into paint. They get the colored powder from all sorts of things like ground rocks, 
plants, and clay. Some of the colors people made them up by combining different things 
or burning certain things to come up with all kinds of colors. It is amazing, and actually 
has a lot to do with science!  

It also takes science to make the pigments into paint. Whatever people use to mix with 
the pigments so they stay together and aren’t powdery anymore is called the Binder. 
The different binders is what makes all the different paints. Think about watercolor 
paint, acrylic paint, and oil paint, they are all different. Even think about the difference in 
crayons, pastels, pencils and chalk. All of those are pigments mixed in with something 
different to create it called the binder.  
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All you need is a pigment and a type of binder and you’re on your way to  make your own 
art supplies! 

Acrylic paint that we are using in this lesson is really hard to make, but something you 
can make easily is watercolor paint. Maybe you will want to make your own sometime.  

Here is a very fun video by Wild Explorers that shows you how to make them! 

The paints will grow mold, so you will need to throw it away after a week. 

 

Explorers 
Ages 912 

 

● Does not need adult supervision with video lesson. 
● Use cheap paper, like computer paper to practice stamping on first. 
● Pick a starfish color that you enjoy, like coral, blue, purple, or orange. 
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● Use a fat paintbrush to paint the bottom of your paintbrush and to get off the 
excess paint.  

● Tape down your watercolor paper so it stays in place. 

Explorers Lesson 

 

The colors in paint are called pigments. Pigments are mostly powders before they make 
them into paint. They get the colored powder from all sorts of things like ground rocks, 
plants, and clay. Some of the colors people made them up by combining different things 
or burning certain things to come up with all kinds of colors. It is amazing, and actually 
has a lot to do with science!  

What is really cool is that the color of pigment depends on its absorption of light. For 
example, yellow absorbs most of the blue-violet light and then it reflects back green and 
red light. The combination of the red and green light rays make the yellow color. Color 
making is very scientific.  
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Pigments come in all shapes and sizes. The size and shape of the pigments affect the 
appearance of the paint. 

 

 

It takes understanding science to make most of the pigments into paint. Whatever 
people use to mix with the pigments so they stay together and aren’t powdery anymore 
is called the Binder. The binder keeps the pigment powder from just blowing off when it 
dries. The different binders is what makes all the different paints. Think about 
watercolor paint, acrylic paint, and oil paint, they are all different mediums. Even think 
about the difference in crayons, pastels, pencils and chalk. All of those different 
mediums are pigments mixed in with a different binder.  

A solvent is a way to separate the binders from the pigments. You want to do this when 
you are trying to spread the pigments away from each other, like when you want a 
lighter color or when you need to clean your brush. Solvents can be water, but 
sometimes water is not the solvent like with wax or oil. Water doesn’t mix with wax or 
oil so to break them apart you have to melt the wax or use mineral spirits or other 
chemicals to separate the oil particles from the pigments.  
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While we use the acrylic paints I want you to think about the pigments that you will be 
blending together to make the colors you want. Think about how they come from all 
different things on earth. Also acrylic paints use something like plastic as the binder. 
Plastic when it dries is waterproof, just like your paint will be when it dries. One of the 
most simple solvents used with Acrylic Paints is water. Think about how you use the 
water as a solvent to clean your brush when you are finished with it!  

 

Creators 
Ages 13+  

 

● I encourage you to find a use for this art piece, maybe for a room, relaxation, or 
fun! In the lesson I frame my work in a float frame. This piece looks awesome 
anywhere you want a touch of ocean feel as decor. 

● This lesson is easy enough for all beginning artists.  
● Use cheap paper, like computer paper to practice stamping on first. 
● Pick a starfish color that you enjoy, like coral, blue, purple, or orange. 
● Tape down your watercolor paper so it stays in place on the corners.  
● Once you are ready to stamp just one starfish stamp on your watercolor paper, 

make sure you use good amount of paint on your starfish. Not enough paint and 
you will get an incomplete starfish but too much paint will take away the ability to 
see the starfish’s texture.  

● Part of the reason the starfish looks good is that it is simply one starfish that you 
can focus on and see the starfish texture. 

● The stamp may not be complete, this is okay we are just using it to outline our 
shape and then we fill the starfish in with paint. 
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Creators Lesson 

 

The colors in paint are called pigments. Pigments are mostly powders before they make 
them into paint. They get the colored powder from all sorts of things like ground rocks, 
plants, and clay. Some of the colors people made up by combining different molecules, 
changing the state of the molecule with heat or creating a chemical reaction. It is 
amazing, and actually has a lot to do with science!  

The color of pigment depends on its absorption of light. For example, yellow absorbs 
most of the blue-violet light and then it reflects back green and red light. The 
combination of the red and green light rays make the yellow color.  

Pigments come in all shapes and sizes. The size and shape of the pigments affect the 
appearance of the paint. In Chemistry you learn chemical formulas made from different 
atoms. Every pigment has it’s own chemical formula and that determines its shape, 
color, performance, opacity, strength, toxicity and how well it will bind with a binder. 
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A binder is what is used to keep the pigments together. Otherwise the pigment powder 
would just blow away when it dries. The different binders is what makes all the different 
paints. 

Watercolor paint, acrylic paint, and oil paint, they are all different mediums and therefore 
have different binders. Even crayons, pastels, pencils and chalk have different binders.  

Acrylic paints that we are using in this lesson have a few different binders mixed 
together, the main one is the acrylic medium- polymers of acrylic acid and polymers are 
used to make plastic. So acrylic has similarities to plastic, like it this paint when it dries 
will be waterproof.  

Watercolor paints use the binder gum arabic, however some companies may make a 
synthetic binder called glycol. Think of gum arabic as sap from the acacia tree. Pastels 
also use gum arabic but have a higher pigment concentration, in fact they have the 
highest of all the mediums and that is why their colors are so vibrant.  
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Oil paints use the binder linseed oil. Oil pastels use binders such as mineral oil and wax. 
Colored pencils use binders such as oils, wax, or water soluble binders. 

 

Water soluble means that you can use water to break away the binder from the 
pigments, this is called the solvent. You use the solvent of certains mediums when you 
are trying to spread the pigments away from each other or when you are trying to 
remove the pigment and solvent, like when you clean your brush.  

Solvents can be water, but sometimes water is not the solvent like with wax or oil. Water 
doesn’t mix with wax or oil so to break them apart you have to melt the wax to spread 
the pigment or add oil to it to give the pigment a different binder. This is why mineral 
oils are used with oil pastels and colored pencils to mix the colors. Maybe this is the 
first time you have learned this little trick, you should try it out! 

 

 

The solvent for oil paints is mineral spirits or turpenoid, these are chemicals that 
separate the oil particles from the pigments. However you have to be very careful 
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because they may be toxic and they need to be disposed of properly at disposal sites 
because they kill plants, animals, and leak into groundwater.  

This is why a new type of oil paint was invented. It uses an oil binder or “medium” in 
which one end of the molecule has been altered so that it will be soluble in water. In the 
picture above is oils that are soluble with water. Grumbacher Max Oil Paints and Winsor 
& Newton Artisan oil paints are the most popular brands of water mixable oil paints.  

Did you know that there was so much science in art?  

But not so fast, there is more to it! Since every pigment is different in size and shape it 
binds different with the binder. This can be very hard to deal with for artists. We want 
our paint colors to work well together, look good, have similar textures and to last a long 
time. So there are humectants, fillers, brighteners, preservatives, plasticizers, 
moldicides, etc. that are added to mediums as well. The mixtures are all different to 
make all the different pigments consistent with the medium of choice and to conform to 
the quality desired for the product. So yes, quality does matter.  

It is amazing what art and science can create together, because without one or the 
other there wouldn’t be the art mediums we enjoy today! 

 

Art History 

Watercolor painting has been used since painting began, but acrylic paints were not 
invented until the 1940s. Acrylic paints were invented to combine some of the 
properties of watercolor paints and oil paints. To understand the reason to invent a new 
paint, we must first know the properties of the first paints being used and why there 
would be a reason to invent something new.  

Watercolor paints have a lot of properties or characteristics that people like and some 
they don’t like. It really has a lot to do with personal preference. So let’s compare the 
characteristics of watercolor and and acrylic. 

● Acrylics and Watercolors can both be used with water.  
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● Acrylics can be painted on many surfaces, watercolor only works well on paper or 
cloth as a dye.  

● Acrylics can be translucent or opaque (may need layers) . Watercolors are 
translucent.  

● Acrylics become waterproof when dry. They can easily be cleaned.  Watercolors 
are not waterproof and paintings can be easily damaged with water or dirt. 

● Acrylics last many years even in the sun. Watercolors fade with sun exposure. 
● Acrylics can use the white of the paper like watercolors or white can be added 

over the other colors. Watercolors use the white of the paper and therefor. the 
white needs to be protected or not disturbed by color. White watercolor paints 
are used for mixing or layering, but can not perform as a true white layered over 
the other colors.  

You may have noticed that you like some of the characteristics of the watercolors that 
you may want to keep, but others you may not like. This is what happened for other 
artists and so two men,  Leonard Bocour and Sam Golden invented a solution acrylic 
paint under the brand Magna paint. You can learn more about them! 

 

 

 

Let’s Create! 
Materials Needed 

See examples of each of the supplies and purchase here:  

1. Watercolor Paper (cut to the size you wish, I use 10x10”) 

2. Starfish 

3. Cheap paper like printer paper 
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4. Acrylic Paint  

5. Brushes (Large Flat) 

6. Palette or plate or I like to use parchment paper taped down for this project 

7. Water in jar 

8. Water in a spray bottle 

9. Paper towels  
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Video 

Watch the Youtube video art lesson here.  
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Lesson Steps 

Follow these simple steps to easily follow along with the video. You can always pause the 
video, as the video will speed through some of the steps. 

Step 1 - Set Up 

 

● You will need a flat surface to paint on.  

● You may want to cover your surface with a drop cloth for protection. 

● You may want to protect your clothing from paint with an artist smock or apron. 

● Be sure to place any electronic devices you will be using to watch the video away 
from the water and on top of something in case of spills. 

(Materials needed on previous page) 
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Step 2- Mix Colors 

 

● Choose the Paint colors you wish to use for your stamping. I am going to show 
you how to make coral and turquoise/sea blue color.  

● Place the paint colors you will need for each color on two separate plates, 
palettes or parchment paper like I used.  

● The coral color is orange and white, with very little red mixed in.  
● Mix your paint with your brush until you get the color you would like.  
● The sea blue color is blue, green, and white. In the video I us Phalo green which is 

a blue-green color, you can simply use green and mix more blue to achieve the 
same color. 

● Mix your paint with your brush until you get the color you would like.  
● To keep your paint from drying spray it with water every few minutes until you are 

ready to use it.  
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Step 3- Stamp  

 

● Use a scrap piece of paper to begin with. 
● Take your wide flat brush to spread the paint on the bottom of your starfish. 
● Get any excess paint off so that the paint is not goopy. 
● Place your starfish down on your scrap piece of paper and then lift it off carefully. 

Do not move the starfish around or it will smear. 
● How does it look? Will you need to adjust the paint to get a better print next time? 
● Practice as much as you wish. 
● Spray your acrylic paint with water so that it does not dry while you get ready for 

this next stamping.  
● Use your watercolor paper for this next stamping. 
● Place your paper down securely with tape so that it will not move while you make 

your stamp. 
● Cover the bottom of your starfish with the needed amount of paint for a good 

stamp.  
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● Center your starfish above your paper. 
● Very carefully press your starfish down onto your paper and press down on all 

the starfish sections and the middle. 
●  Lift starfish carefully off the paper to see your stamp. 
● There is just one starfish in this art piece to make it simple and to put emphasis 

on the texture of the starfish. However after this piece you can create more 
designs if you wish. 

Step 4- Paint Starfish 

 

● This step you can be creative! 
● You can paint in your starfish being careful to stay within the lines if you would 

like. I decided that my starfish needed more paint, but you may find that your 
starfish created great texture and looks perfect, so you can skip this part of the 
lesson if you choose. 

● Add design to your starfish with another color and your small round brush. I am 
using my sea blue paint.  
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● I am using my starfish as a guide for my design painting a large dot in the middle 
and small dots that get smaller as they get further away from the center. Have 
fun creating your design! 

● I decided to add an outline to my starfish. I could have made a solid line or more 
dots, but this time I decided to keep the rough texture of the print and dab paint 
on the outside as I outlined it. What will you decide to do? You do not need to 
outline the starfish if you do not want to.  

Step 5- Sign and Display 

 

● Sign your artwork. 

● After your painting is dry, place it in a frame to protect the paper. I am using a 
float frame which is two pieces of glass back to back with a frame around it. 

● You should not spray your artwork or get it wet. Since this is acrylic paint water 
will not smear the color.  
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● Finally, take a picture (and share with me via email, instagram, or facebook). 
Taking a high quality photo of your artwork allows you to store and edit your 
artwork on the computer. You could then create a card or place your artwork on a 
coffee mug, whatever you wish.  A picture is also a safe way to store your 
artwork safely in case the original gets ruined. When taking a picture, you need 
even lighting (best outside on a hazy day and make sure no shadows are seen on 
the photo) and even the best lighting will change the colors of your picture, so 
take time to edit your photo to match your artwork. You can do this for free on 
pixlr.com.  

 

I hope you enjoyed this art lesson. You can find more art lessons at 
createfulart.com. Be sure to subscribe to my Youtube channel or my 

Newsletter! 
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Taking others work is not only illegal, it is rude. You may not re-sell or use this lesson for profit or 
commercial purposes without my written permission (ashley@createfulart.com). It is illegal to place this 

lesson on the internet without my permission. The purchase of this lesson is for nonprofit and personal use 
only. Please encourage your friends to buy a copy of their own. Thank You! 
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